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their own jugs, but also occasionally with intent to
deceive, as in the case of Alice Causton,1 who in 1364
filled up the bottom of a quart measure with pitch and
cunningly sprinkled it with sprigs of rosemary,2 for
which she had to ' play bo pepe thorowe a pillery '.
It is interesting to notice that at Torksey in 1345, if
a woman was accused of selling ale ' against the assize ',
she might clear herself by the oaths of two other women,
preferably her next-door neighbours.3
When a public brewer had made a fresh brew he had
to send for the official ' ale-conner * or 4 taster *, or to
signify that his services were required by putting
out in front of his house an ' ale stake ', a pole with
a branch or bush at the end : this was also used as the
universal sign of a tavern; and some of the London
taverners, possibly recognizing that their liquor was not
sufficiently good to ' need no bush', made their ale-
stakes so long as to be dangerous to persons riding in
the street.4 At Chester when the ale had settled and was
c clensed and of a nyght and a daie old ' the brewer had
to put out' the signe of a hande made of woode hangynge
at thend of a wand '.6 No ale might be sold until it had
been approved by the ale-conner. If the latter found
the ale fit for consumption but not of full quality, he
might fix the price at which it might be sold.6 At
Salisbury 7 there were four tasters, one for each ward ;
1	Riley, Mems. of London, 319.
2	From this it would seem that it was customary to put herbs
into ale.
3	Borough Customs (Selden Soc.), i. 185.
4	Riley, Mems. of London, 386,
3 Morris, Chester, 428.	a Liber Albus, i. 360.
7 Hist. MSS. Com. Rep.—Various, iv. 205.
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